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NARRATIVE REPORT

The Cagayan State University surpassed its previous performance in its recent participation in the 2014 Philippine Science Consortium Math and Science Quiz and Turn-over Ceremony, held at Ifugao State University in Lamut, Ifugao last January 7-8, 2015.

The CSU delegates led by PSC-CSU coordinator Prof. Roel L. Talattad got an over-all ranking of 3rd place out of the 27 participating state universities and colleges from all over the country, next only to Batangas State University and Central Luzon State University, who ranked 1st and 2nd respectively.

In the Biology (with quizzers Jemimah Gabayron and Bryan Arugay and with coach Dr. Jhoanna Calubaquib) and Mathematics (with quizzers Bill Andre Aganus and Mark Anjo Luyun and with coach Engr. Ceasar Llapitan) category, CSU won the 2nd place. CLSU got the 1st place in the Biology Category while BatStateU got the 1st in the Mathematics Category. Meanwhile, in the Chemistry category (with quizzers Ernesto Carcasona Jr. and Kenneth John Pedronan and with coach Dr. Pedro Suyu), Cagayan State University bagged the 5th place.

CSU was on the top 5 of the Math and Science Quiz except for the Physics category (with quizzers Rodolfo Del Rosario and Edison Redentor Espadilla and with coach Dr. Nieves F. Reyes) where CSU ranked 14th place.

CSU unfortunately did not have an entry for the on-the-spot poster-making contest.

In addition to the said achievements, two students from CSU won in the election of the Philippine Science Consortium – National Federated Student Chapter (PSC – NFSC) 2015 officers. Mr. Ernesto Carcasona Jr. was elected as the Treasurer while Mr. Edison Redentor F. Espadilla was elected as the President of the PSC – NFSC 2015 Officers.
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